



Kido Takayoshi's and Kanda Takahira's
Government and Private Sector Focus:
Attiudes toward
the Media and Political Ideals
??????? ?
Kanda Takahira had a big in°uence among certain bureaucrats
through the media in early Meiji era. However, Kido Takayoshi had
di®erent political ideals from those of Kanda's. Therefore, Kido worried
that Kanda's insistence of support at local government meetings, known
as Chihokan Kaigi, in 1875. As a result, Kido requested to dismiss Kanda
as Hyogo prefectural governor. In addition to make Kanda's in°uence
fall, Kido requested the announcement of the Newspaper Regulation,
Shinbunshi Jyorei, to block bureaucrat's free remarks immediately. As a
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